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The story of the Indian market and the Indian economy for the calendar year 2022 thus far has not been the spiciest or
the most exciting in the context of what has been a very eventful year for global markets. Most of the excitement globally
has followed negative news, and to that extent, things have worked relatively favorably for India.
Without going into too much detail about the global investment environment, global events that have directly or
indirectly influenced India, positively or negatively, are shown below in chronological order:
1.

The threat of the omicron wave, potentially another disaster like the Covid-19 delta wave

2.

The Russian invasion of Ukraine

3.

Sharp rise in energy and commodity prices, most so the former

4.

Increase in inflation and strong employment trends leading to sharp hikes in interest rates

5.

Property sector woes in China and energy crises in Europe dragging global growth down

6.

Start-stop in China due to Covid lockdowns resulting in supply chain disruption

7.

Fears of stagflation leading to a recession, from a soft landing to a hard landing

8.

Enormous volatility in equity markets worldwide

9.

Strong USD causing huge currency losses, this time led by developed currencies

10. Significant losses in both equity and fixed income amidst uncertainty, unpredictability and volatility
Focusing on India, the domestic environment was extremely docile in comparison, uncharacteristically less socio-political
and far more economics driven. The events of note were as follows:
1.

Strong recovery in economic activity from Covid-19

2.

An almost empty political calendar

3.

Covid driven measures leading to the onset of a new capital expenditure cycle

4.

Restart of an all-important real estate cycle, potentially a multi-year one

5.

New “China + 1” opportunities in a number of sectors

6.

Continued consolidation in favor of the organized sector

7.

Slower recovery in the rural economy but a decent monsoon

8.

Increased inflation and interest rates in line with global trends

9.

Threat of increased oil prices upsetting various economic forecasts and stability

10. Slow-down in employment in Information Technology (IT) and the start-up economy
11. Relatively resilient currency, at least until recently, and a stable equity market
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India market relative performance vs other key indices (YTD)
Indian equities have stood out as an asset class for the year to date, outperforming most other major markets in relative
terms. This follows a stellar 2021, making it two years of outperformance in a row.
Performance – YTD (%)

Source: Factset, Blaoomberg; Ytd is end Sept-2022; Perf in USD terms.

USD-INR relative performance vs other currencies
With respect to currencies, India was considered a member of the “fragile five” in the taper tantrum of 2013. Historically,
the currency has suffered in almost every global crisis, including oil shocks. So far this year, the table below highlights that
the supposedly more stable currencies have been the most vulnerable lately.
Performance – YTD (%)

Source: Factset, Bloomberg; Ytd is end Sept-2022.

Domestic flows have supported the Indian markets
India’s equity market has performed well in the face of enormous amounts of foreign selling. While foreigners were sellers
for nine consecutive months amounting to an enormous amount of selling worth US$33.3bn during that period (i.e. the
highest episode of foreign selling, even more than GFC), the cushion from domestic buying provided significant stability to
the markets.
Equity Flows (US$ bn)

Source: Bloomberg (Sept-2022).
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Another factor providing stability to the equity markets has been the diversified composition of the Indian indices.
Vulnerability of a particular sector or a several sectors was more than outweighed by the resilience of other sectors.
Benchmark Composition

Sector Performance (YTD)

Source: NAM, MSCI, Bloomberg; Ytd is end Sept-2022.

What the large headline indices also do not reveal is the broad-based nature of the Indian markets through mid- and
small-cap companies. In part, this is due to the recovery in the economy, and in part it is due to the availability of new
investment opportunities because of the booming IPO market in 2021, which has since gone through a lull in 2022. It has
rarely happened that mid- and small-cap indices have performed well for two years in a row.
2021

2022-YTD

2021-2022YTD

Source: Bloomberg (Sept-2022).

Why did the currency and the equity markets do well in 2022 in comparison?
1.

Economic activity coming out of the Covid pandemic enjoyed a strong recovery
Macro Recovery Underway

GST Collections Strong

*Nomura India Normalization Index by Nomura Securities.
Source: Govt. data Nomura securities index (Sept-2022).
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2.

Macro conditions in India were relatively less threatened by the oil shock
Exports Have Risen Over the Years

CAD and Forex Reserves in Far Better Shape

*FX reserves in 2023 is as of Sept-22.
Source: RBI, Govt. documents.

3.

Banking system has been surprisingly counter cyclical in a crisis laden world
Strong Credit Growth

Asset Quality – Best in a Decade

Source: RBI, Company data; total stressed assets includes restructured assets (Sept-2022).

4.

Revival of capex and real estate cycle
Gov't Capex Has Risen Since Covid

Source: India budget documents (Sept-2022).			

5.

Sales of Listed Real Estate Companies on an Uptrend

Source: Company data (Sept-2022).

Emergence of new trends


Tax compliance



Consolidation



Technology and digitalization



China plus one

Investment opportunities from such trends:
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Organized Jewelry Benefit from Increased Tax Compliance

Chemical Companies Gaining from China+1

Source: Company data (Sept-2022).

Outlook for the rest of the year and 2023
Risks:
Currency – The INR has been resilient at least in relative terms until recent months, even when the CNY has depreciated
sharply. China is one of India’s largest trading partners. The Central Bank has already used significant forex reserves
defending the currency and these have shrunk by more than a 100 billion USD as a result. Any further sharp fall in reserves
could leave the currency open to market forces, potentially a sharper fall, and all the repercussions therefrom. On a
normalized basis, we continue to believe that the currency will depreciate on a 2.5-3% rate annually though there might be
some volatility in that pattern.
Period

INR Depreciation

CY02 - CY22

-2.6%

CY07-CY22

-4.6%

CY12-CY22

-4.2%

CY17-CY22

-4.3%

CY22TD

-8.6%

Source: Bloomberg; **CY02-22 is last 20-year period ending 30th Sept-2022.

Oil Prices – Higher oil prices could further exacerbate the currency’s troubles through an increased current account
deficit, which would leave the currency completely exposed. In addition, high oil prices are also inflationary. While inflation
has remained in check compared to many other economies, higher oil prices could threaten more inflation ahead.
Interest Rates – Increases in commodity prices, and the factors listed above could require the Central Bank to get more
hawkish, which in turn could derail momentum in broad economic activity, mostly so for consumption and the real estate
cycle, which could otherwise generate significant growth tail winds. Higher interest rates could also attract more flows in
favor of fixed income away from equities, potentially derailing what has become almost a secular trend in domestic equity
inflows.
Fall in Reserves to be Monitored

Stubborn Inflation and Rising Rates Impact Growth

Source: RBI, Bloomberg (Sept-2022).
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Corporate earnings downgrades – While a recession in the USA and other developed economies seems almost a
certainty leading to slower export growth, which would also have a macroeconomic impact, stalling domestic momentum
would lead to earnings downgrades.
Valuations – While world-beating GDP growth and rapid development of the domestic economy help to justify the
elevated equity valuations in the Indian stock market, it is clear that valuation are currently high, relative to the market’s
own history as well as in comparison to other developed and emerging markets.
India Forward P/E

India P/E Relative to EM

Source: RIMES, MSCI, I/B/E/S Estimates (Sept-2022).

Relative performance – Notwithstanding the numerous merits, which have underpinned India as an outperformer, the
turmoil in a number of other markets has been one distinct reason - especially the larger North Asian markets. A recovery
in these markets could lead to relative underperformance, even as the India markets could deliver positive returns.

Outlook:
GDP growth – With the turmoil in China, India has emerged as the country with the highest GDP growth rate in the world,
and this comes with reasonable macroeconomic metrics. Notwithstanding the external risks highlighted above, a large
domestic market provides an ample cushion against potential shocks. Growth rates are far more sustainable given the
demographics, the debt situation, and importantly the economy’s developmental stage.
Domestic markets – India provides a large and populous domestic market at a stage potentially ripe for a takeoff and
with enormous amounts of low hanging economic fruit. Geo-political tensions around the world have presented India with
a godsend opportunity, which is there for India to capture, despite various challenges.
Earnings growth – even with the expected downgrades arising from the risk scenarios outlined, corporate India provides
sustainable double-digit earnings growth potential, which has emerged after more than a decade of various crises,
challenges, and unforeseen events. Nevertheless, some of these have been positively transformational. Fundamentals
indeed are healthy, with Covid forcing yet another round of massive deleveraging.
GDP Growth - Amongst the Fastest

Source: NAM Tokyo estimates (Sept-2022).			
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Diverse investment opportunities – with the fourth largest stock market in the world and second highest weighting in the
emerging markets index now, having overtaken South Korea and Taiwan this year, the India markets offer a relatively broad
and diverse range of investment opportunities through a large investable universe across a broad spectrum of industries.
Indeed, the pandemic unearthed new trends, new industries, many companies that had not seen the light of the listed
world and overall many diverse opportunities for investing across the spectrum.
India is the Second Largest Weight in MSCI EM Index

Source: Factset (Sept-2022).
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